
Our second trip we started on boat with group from art lesson and our teacher – Matti 

Lukkari. Weather was sunny but windy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

After half an hour we came on destination - Island name Arja. It is lovely place with 

sandy beach and dunes with variety and wonderful flora.  

 

Our first task it was prepare cottage for cold 

night. We had to hew the wood for fireplace 

and heated house. Also we had to take 

drinking water from well. It was new 

experience for us – exchange students but we 

did it as good as we could and we were 

proud of our self!  



 

After that we created smaller groups and rest of our tasks we made in these groups. 

First art task was to visit island and find the best place, area for creating our landart. 

Land art (Earthworks or earth art) is the type of modern art that uses natural substances 

such as rocks and soil as its raw materials. It is often inspired by natural processes. Of 

course as many people is as many ideas are but we had to remember that we are one 

group and it was necessary to create work which everybody accept. We had to 

remember also to don’t destroy nature. It 

was one of the most important point of 

our task – to respect natural 

environment. And we did it!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We could admire all works with rest of art group in the evening. We were surprised 

how these works changed during the day because of water and wind. It took other 

meaning and looking. After that we went as usually in Finland to sauna. It was really 



nice evening. We talked each other and had fun. Unfortunately it started rain so we 

couldn’t as we plan make fireplace outside and roast sausages.  

Second and last day we spend on built sand-work. Our group prepared mermaid. 

  

 We enjoyed like a children. Maybe because it reminded our childhood when we spent 

a lot of time in sandbox or during t\the holiday on the beach and we made all the time 

sand – work. 

It was our last task. After that we goodbye with our works and island and we came 

back to Kajaani. It was unforgettable adventure. I’ll never forget this views… 

  

 


